Abstract-We study the nonreciprocal nature of the saturated parametric amplifier response under different pump wavelengths and power levels. The coupled-mode equations are first employed to gain more insight into the origin of directional phase-matched response. We next characterize pump depletion bandwidth and signal induced pump depletion level to identify the optimum pump wavelength and propagation direction. The nonreciprocal behavior was clearly observed at all of the examined pump wavelengths and power levels.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
URSUIT of an ideal photon interaction mediator is motivated by long envisioned dream of a fast and energy efficient optical signal processing device. In an attempt to design such a device, we have discovered a qualitatively new insight into saturated parametric amplifier response [1] . These new findings relate the optimum longitudinal dispersion profile, with resonant energy exchange among interacting four wave mixing frequency components, (often referred to as the phase matching condition). The longitudinal dispersion dependence of the phase matching condition is shown to be a major contributor to the non-reciprocal saturated mixer response [2] , contrary to well established linear parametric mixer theory [3] .
In the traditional linear parametric mixer theory [3] , resonant energy exchange among different frequency components is associated with an unvarying phase matching condition. In other words, the resonant energy exchange almost universally is stated for an ideal fiber having uniform longitudinal dispersion. Indeed, many experimental demonstrations have confirmed this notion, specifically, those relating randomly varying longitudinal dispersion with mixer performance deterioration [4] . However, this phase matching uniformity, in turn, prohibits the non-reciprocal nature of linear parametric mixer response [3] .
The response (and behavior) of saturated parametric mixer to the longitudinal dispersion variations were largely unexplored until recently [1] . It was Marhic [5] who first recognized the alternative condition minimizing the pump power, diverging from the phase matching condition. This result directly enabled the first demonstration of nearly complete pump power depletion [5] , later followed by new results with reduced signal energy levels [6] . It was not before the new developments in longitudinal fiber dispersion characterization [7] , that we were able to expand our understanding of the saturated mixer behavior. We now know that this operating regime allows non-reciprocal response, as a consequence of the power-dependent phase matching condition.
In this work we present an intuitive theoretical framework predicting the non-reciprocal saturated parametric mixer behavior and provide an experimental verification of the nonreciprocal response at different pump wavelengths and power levels.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
A rigorous analysis of saturated parametric mixers hinges on the full nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation accounting for higher order four wave mixing components and deterioration mechanisms [2] and, thus, resorting to numerical integration. Although precise, this approach offers little insight into physical mechanisms guiding the non-reciprocal behavior. We therefore employ a simple, three wave model [8] , having, admittedly, a limited applicability but offering appreciably more understanding of the energy exchange process.
In what follows, we adapt a three wave model after Cappellini and Trillo [8] , in the following form:
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where A j , j = 1,3,4 is the amplitude of the pump, signal and idler respectively, φ j the phase of the pump, signal and idler respectively, whereas γ is the nonlinear parameter, Δk L linear phase mismatch, Δk N L nonlinear phase mismatch, κ normalized phase mismatch, Δω frequency separation between the pump and the signal,
(0) total power and β (2) and β (4) second and fourth order dispersion coefficient respectively.
In [8] it is simply noted that the resonant energy exchange occurs if the first term (the linear phase mismatch, Δk L ) of Eq. (4) compensates the second term contribution (nonlinear phase mismatch, Δk N L ). Note that the second term depends on the power levels of all interacting waves. This is an important notion, since in the saturated regime one could expect a nonconstant value of the pump power. Its decrease is associated with energy transfer to the signal and idler waves. Furthermore, the signal and the idler powers approach that of the pump wave if interaction length is sufficiently long. These simple observations lead to an important conclusion: due to the power dependent nonlinear phase mismatch, the linear phase mismatch has to follow the nonlinear phase mismatch evolution to ensure resonant energy exchange throughout the entire interaction length. A way to meet this condition is by varying zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) longitudinally, in a controlled manner. An important consequence of such directional phase matching is non-reciprocal response.
The simple theoretical discussion outlined above points to a straightforward method for the saturated mixer design: For a given pump, signal and idler power levels and wavelength positioning, there is a unique longitudinal ZDW profile maximizing the energy exchange. To attain this profile, one needs to partition a fiber into infinitesimal sections having constant, but mutually different ZDW. The optimum ZDW of each section can then be found by matching linear and nonlinear phase mismatch terms at the input of each section.
To provide the support for the aforementioned claims, we investigate the three wave model under two conditions. First, the coupled mode equations are solved in the linear regime, with a figure of merit (FOM) (the product of the nonlinear parameter γ, the pump power and the fiber length) of 3.6 to show the absence of the non-reciprocal response. Next, we increase the interaction length, to raise the FOM to 9.4, the regime expected to support the non-reciprocal behavior. In solving the coupled mode equations we use the following parameter set: nonlinear parameter γ = 12.5 W The equations in the linear regime are solved for three cases, differing in the longitudinal ZDW profile: In the first case, the longitudinal ZDW was constant, having a value of 1538.506 nm. In the second case, we obtain a longitudinal profile by sectioning the fiber and following the nonlinear-phase mismatch evolution at each section. Lastly, the obtained profile is directionally reversed, and the equation set is, yet again, solved. As expected form the well-known theory [3] , the signal gain, under the described conditions, is reciprocal. In fact, no significant difference between the three cases is observed, as depicted in Fig. 1(a) -(f). The normalized phase mismatch takes the value of -2 and φ(z) = π/2, as expected from [8] . Next, the fiber length is increased to 520 m, to study the saturated response. The equations are solved for the same three cases tried in the linear regime. Fig. 2 shows the simulation results in the saturated regime, that are recognized to significantly differ from their counterparts associated with the linear operation. While the gain in the linear regime remains reciprocal, this is no longer true in saturation. The longitudinal ZDW profile obtained by following the nonlinear phase mismatch evolution is shown to have the performance superior to that obtained with other two investigated profiles. An interesting feature of the normalized phase mismatch in this case is that it evolves from the value of -2, corresponding to linear phase matched condition, to 1. The latter value can be obtained by matching the linear and nonlinear phase mismatch contribution, which it follows that κ ≡
. In the case when pump energy is completely transferred to the signal and the idler (A 2 1 (z) = 0), this parameter converges to 1. Another important distinction from the other two profiles is that φ(z) = π/2 throughout the entire interaction length, ensuring the power flow from the pump to the signal and the idler.
The case presented here demonstrates the existence of the phase matched interaction when linear phase mismatch compensates the nonlinear phase mismatch contribution, although this condition might be insufficient in general. Taking a closer look at the Eq. (4) one can observe the existence of the third term on the right hand side that might, in general, affect the phase matched interaction. To demonstrate such a case, we additionally increase the FOM to 18. The simulation parameters are identical to those in the previous case with an exception of the fiber length, set to L = 1000 m, and the initial pump phase, taking the values of φ 1 
The interaction is studied for four cases differing in the longitudinal linear phase mismatch value Δk L (z) and the initial phase relation φ(0). The linear phase mismatch is taking the values of either
The phase relation 
is defined with two initial states: φ(0) = π/2 or φ(0) = 0. The results are presented in Fig. 3 . In the case when φ(0) = π/2, system dynamics is identical, regardless of whether the first, or the second expression for the linear phase mismatch is employed (corresponding to dashed blue and dotted cyan lines in Fig. 3(a)-(f) ). Conversely, when φ(0) = 0 the two linear phase mismatch expressions yield different results, as demonstrated with blacksolid and red-dotted curve in Fig. 3 . When the linear phase mismatch incorporates the third term from the Eq. (4), the pump power reaches the same value as in the case when φ(0) = π/2, as depicted in Fig. 3(c) with solid back curve. Furthermore, with an exception of the first 100 meters of propagation, the phase mismatch remains centered at φ(z > 100) = π/2, represented by solid black curve in Fig. 3(e) . Conversely, when φ(0) = 0 and Δk L (z) = −Δk N L (z) (see red dotted curve in Fig. 3 ), the interaction is slightly phase mismatched, manifested by higher final pump power value compared to other three cases and divergence of phase mismatch value from the optimum of π/2. Therefore, if the initial phase mismatch term differs from π/2, the third term in Eq. (4) can have a significant contribution and has to be taken into account. While this method provides perfect phase matching even with φ(0) = π/2, it is impractical due to large initial ZDW variation. A more practical method relies on the combination of the two conditions (e.g., employing the first condition in a section of the fiber and the second condition in the remaining propagation length).
Summarizing the discussion above, there are two important notions characteristic for the saturated parametric mixer operation:
a) The gain non-reciprocity can be predicted by the simple three wave model; b) Uniform fiber is no longer optimal for maximal energy transfer. Due to the limited number of interacting waves, the applicability of the described model is limited only to cases where higher order four wave mixing component generation is negligible, such as in narrowband gain spectra generation having a large pump-signal frequency offset [5] . To model the experiment, the full NLS model was used as described in [1] , [2] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental setup for non-reciprocity characterization at different pump wavelengths and pump powers is shown in Fig. 4(a) . Stimulated Brillouin scattering was suppressed by amplitude modulating a tunable external cavity (EC) pump laser; its pulsewidth was 1 ns, with 63.1 ns period. The modulated pump was then amplified to 14 dBm average power. Another tunable EC laser, serving as the signal wave, was attenuated, combined with the amplified pump and sent to a 520 m long highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) with the nonlinear coefficient of 12.3 W −1 ·km −1 , dispersion slope S = 0.025 ps/(nm 2 ·km), propagation loss of 1.1 dB/km and the longitudinal ZDW profile obtained by the Brillouin counter colliding scanner [7] shown in Fig. 4(b) . The pump was filtered by a 2 nm optical band pass filter (OBPF) at the output of the HNLF and detected by a photodiode. A sampling oscilloscope was employed to characterize the pump depletion level: the sampling point at the center of the pulse was identified and used in order to eliminate the roll-off at the edges imposed by the finite frequency response of the modulator and the pattern generator. The pump depletion was measured as the ratio of the pump output power with the signal present and absent and has additionally been characterized as a function of the signal wavelength and signal power. The signal wavelength was tuned from 5 to 15 nm away from the pump, with 0.1 nm steps, whereas the signal power was varied from −20 to −40 dBm, with 1 dB step. First, the described characterization was performed in both propagation directions (corresponding to the ZDW profile from Fig. 4(b) (forward) and its directional inverse (i.e., backwards)) and at three pump wavelengths: 1552, 1554 and 1556 nm.
As seen in Fig. 5(a)-(c) , the presence of directional phasematched interaction is evident at all three pump wavelengths, as revealed by the characteristic sharp difference in the corresponding system responses for the two directions. Specifically, both the amount of depletion and depletion bandwidth decrease in the 'backward' propagation direction at signal power levels higher than −38 dBm. The perceived contrast is diminished at signal power lower than −38 dBm. This non-reciprocity variation is attributed to two effects: First, for moderate amounts of saturation, the FOPA response approaches that of the linear system, which is reciprocal [3] . Second, the phase matching in the saturated system is demonstrably signal power dependent, implying the existence of an optimum ZDW profile at each signal power level, leading to the depletion maximization. As evident from the results in Fig. 5 , the chosen profile maximizes the depletion at higher signal power levels.
We next study the existence of the optimum pump wavelength, maximizing the performance. A simple approach to performance estimation relies on direct comparison of maximum depletion level at different pump wavelengths. This method points to the pump wavelength of 1554 nm as optimal, reaching a depletion level of 23 dB at signal power of −20 dBm. An alternative method, relying on depletion bandwidth, allows us to expand the discussion for the dynamic case, where the continuous wave signal is replaced with short pulses. To further aid the performance estimation, we can additionally predict an average signal energy (or photon number) needed to initiate the depletion, a parameter essential in practical optical switching device characterization. To do so, 3 and 10 dB depletion bandwidths are plotted as a function of the input signal power in Fig. 6(a) and (c). This photon number estimation method relies on the timebandwidth product, and thus requires acquaintance of a pulse shape. Therefore, we assume the input pulses of a Gaussian shape, an approximation valid for many pulse sources employed today [9] , [10] . In particular, the average signal photon number (N) is estimated assuming it being pertinent to a transform limited Gaussian pulse having a peak power (P peak ) corresponding to that of the CW signal and the bandwidth (B) matching the 3 or 10 dB depletion bandwidth (N = P peak τ F W H M /(hf ) = Fig. 7 . Pump depletion dependence on pump power and propagation direction at λ p = 1556 nm. (a) < P p >= 14 dBm; Up: "backward" propagation, down: "forward" propagation. (b) < P p >= 13 dBm. Up: "backward" propagation, down: "forward" propagation.
P peak 0.44/(hf B)).
While admittedly characterized by limited accuracy, the conceived estimation method was used for the determination of the optimal pump position.
The depletion bandwidth decreases with the pump wavelength in the backward propagation direction for a higher signal power, whereas just the opposite behavior is observed at lower signal power levels, as represented in Fig. 6(a) and (c) . A similar trend is present in the forward direction. Next, the existence of the optimal pump wavelength position was determined as follows: the most favorable pump wavelength was identified as that allowing for a 3 dB (or 10 dB) depletion level with the lowest average signal photon number over the widest available signal power range. The optimal wavelength can be inferred from the results shown in Fig. 6(b) and (d), corresponding to 1554 nm in both propagation directions. Specifically, the obtained results predict that a 3 dB-strong depletion can be obtained with as few as 4 photons (within the assumed transform limited Gaussian pulse profile) on average, while a minimum of 35 photons are needed to achieve the 10 dB level of pump depletion. Lastly, the non-reciprocity dependence on the pump power was studied by mapping the fiber response at two different pump power levels. Fig. 7 represents the pump depletion dependence on the pump power at λ p = 1556 nm. The response closely follows the outlined predictions; depletion level decreases with pump power over the investigated signal power range, with non-reciprocal response being present at both pump power levels. To reach the same depletion level for two different FOM, higher signal energy is needed. In estimating the limits of few-photon control, we use the same approach for average signal photon number estimation, as in the first case.
Although the depletion bandwidth decreases with the pump power (over the investigated signal power range) in both propagation directions, the "forward" propagation direction exhibits an improved performance with respect to its directional inverse at both investigated pump power levels, as depicted in Fig. 8(a) . Furthermore, the presence of directional phase matching can be observed in Fig. 8(b) , representing 3 dB strong depletion achieved with minimal average signal photon number. Thus, these measurements confirm the performance superiority of the "forward" propagating waves, with respect to the "backward"-one (for the measured fiber) at both pump power levels, and hence the non-reciprocity.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the presence of directional phasematched interaction in the saturated parametric mixer, both theoretically and experimentally. We employed simple, three wave model to predict the non-reciprocal behavior and provide more insight into the basic physics behind it. Furthermore, we have affirmed the presence of directional phase matching by characterizing the saturated mixer response for different pump wavelengths and power levels. The optimum wavelength was identified as the one allowing for a 3 dB (or 10 dB) strong depletion with the lowest average signal photon number over the widest available signal power range; in particular for the fiber under test, the optimal wavelength was found to correspond to 1554 nm in the "forward" propagation direction (under the described experimental conditions). Additionally, the depletion level dependence on the pump power was investigated at two pump power levels in both propagation directions. As expected, depletion level decreases with pump power (measured over fixed signal power range), however directional phase matching is clearly observed at both pump power levels. The presented approach and results offer a novel method for saturated parametric mixer design, opening the door to a new class of signal processing devices and previously non-existing functionalities and performance. 
